Key to understanding a protein's biological function is the accurate determination of its spatial distribution inside a cell. Although fluorescent protein markers allow the targeting of specific proteins with molecular precision, much of this information is lost when the resultant fusion proteins are imaged with conventional, diffraction-limited optics. In response, several imaging modalities that are capable of resolution below the diffraction limit (∼200 nm) have emerged. Here, both single-and dual-color superresolution imaging of biological structures using photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) are described. The examples discussed focus on adhesion complexes: dense, protein-filled assemblies that form at the interface between cells and their substrata. A particular emphasis is placed on the instrumentation and photoactivatable fluorescent protein (PA-FP) tags necessary to achieve PALM images at ∼20 nm resolution in 5 to 30 min in fixed cells.
INTRODUCTION
The accurate determination of a protein's spatial distribution inside a cell is often intimately related to its function. Fluorescence microscopy allows the imaging and subsequent analysis of protein distributions inside cellular specimens, and fluorescent proteins allow an investigator to genetically target a protein with molecular precision. Unfortunately, valuable information is lost when conventional fluorescence microscopy is used to image the resulting protein fusions, because diffraction limits the smallest features that can be resolved with an optical microscope to ∼200 nm.
In response, a number of far-field superresolution imaging modalities that are capable of breaking the diffraction barrier have emerged (Gustafsson, 2000 (Gustafsson, , 2005 Betzig et al., 2006; Hess et al., 2006; Rust et al., 2006; Willig et al., 2006) . Photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM; Betzig et al., 2006) relies on the stochastic activation, localization, and bleaching of single photoswitchable molecules, and initially used photoactivatable fluorescent proteins (PA-FPs, reviewed in Wiedenmann and Nienhaus, 2006 ; also see UNIT 21.6) at the high density and localization precision necessary to provide images at >10× higher spatial resolution than corresponding diffraction-limited images (Fig. 4 .21.1). Several other methods Rust et al., 2006) have relied upon similar characteristics of photoswitchable molecules to provide superresolution, albeit at lower density and spatial resolution.
This unit describes the application of PALM to the imaging of adhesion complexes, transmembrane protein assemblies that form attachment points between the cytoskeleton and substratum and that are critical in cell migration (Zamir and Geiger, 2001) . Adhesion complexes represent a particularly good test system for PALM: as many types of proteins (>90) are concentrated in structures as small as 0.5 μm (Zaidel-Bar et al., 2007) , All PALM experiments currently conducted by the authors use PA-FPs as the photoswitchable molecules, instead of exogenously introduced caged dyes-such as caged fluorescein, resorufin, or rhodamine (Mitchison et al., 1998; Betzig et al., 2006) -that are conjugated to antibodies or proteins via small-molecule labeling strategies (Chen and Ting, 2005; Giepmans et al., 2006) . PA-FPs have the tremendous advantage of being exquisitely specific; by genetically fusing a PA-FP to a target protein and transfecting the cellular sample, the investigator is assured that there is a 1:1 correspondence between a detected molecule and its target, and thus avoids the nonspecific binding that arises with dye-conjugated antibodies or proteins. PA-FPs also better approximate the size of a target protein, whereas antibodies can introduce considerable uncertainty due to their size (10 to 20 nm, depending on whether both primary and secondary antibodies are used). Due to their small size, PA-FPs can achieve higher densities in principle than antibodies, and thus offer increased PALM resolution. Finally, PA-FP genes are readily available as plasmid DNAs and are easily ligated to DNA coding for the protein target. Some of the potential downsides of PA-FPs are mentioned in Critical Parameters and Troubleshooting. Recent efforts have revealed that many commercially available dyes may be photoswitched at high intensities and with proper chemicals added to the imaging buffer (Heilemann et al., 2008; Dempsey et al., 2011) ; these dyes are not discussed further in this chapter.
Most PA-FPs can be broken up into two classes: those that switch colors, e.g., from a green fluorescent state to an orange state (EosFP, Wiedenmann et al., 2004; KikGR, Tsutsui et al., 2005; and Kaede, Ando et al., 2002) upon photoactivation, and those that switch from a dark state to a bright fluorescent state (e.g., PAmCherry1, Subach et al., 2009; PA-GFP, Patterson and Lippincott-Schwartz, 2002; or Dronpa, Ando et al., 2004) upon photoactivation. After testing candidates from both classes, the authors have concluded that EosFP is the best choice for PALM, due both to the high number of emitted photons before bleaching (>1000 photons, providing localization precision to Background largely reflects emission from the large pool of inactive PA-FPs. Note the correlation between low background (i.e., high contrast ratio between the active and inactive states) and crispness of the PALM image (i.e., localization precision). Reproduced from Shroff et al., 2007. For the color version of this figure, go to http://www.currentprotocols.com/protocol/cb0421.
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Supplement 58 ∼10 nm; Shroff et al., 2007) and the greatly increased contrast ratio (>10 3 , providing both increased localization precision and enabling PALM-imaging of densely-labeled specimens) relative to other PA-FPs (see Fig. 4.21.2 and Background Information) . Also, as the activated state of Eos has a fluorescence emission spectrum that peaks at 580 nm, emission filters can be chosen to minimize cellular autofluorescence (more prevalent in the 450 to 550 nm region, overlapping with the emission spectrum of PA-GFP and Dronpa). Unlike KikGR, EosFP can be completely photoconverted from its green state to the orange state, a characteristic that is essential for the serial dual-label PALM procedure described in Basic Protocol 3. Finally, any FP-labeling strategy is prone to aggregation artifacts, and these problems can be exacerbated if the label is present in nonmonomeric form. EosFP is currently available in tandem-dimeric and monomeric forms (mEos2, McKinney et al., 2009 ).
Despite these factors, there may be situations where it is advantageous to use other PA-FPs as the PALM label. For example, in dual-label PALM-imaging (Shroff et al., 2007) , it is necessary to use EosFP in conjunction with another PA-FP (either Dronpa or PS-CFP2; Chudakov et al., 2004 Chudakov et al., , 2007 . If the investigator must use an FP or fluorophore as a conventional, diffraction-limited label, and the label has significant spectral overlap with EosFP, it may be necessary to use a different PA-FP as the PALM label (although it is better to first pick the PALM label and then the diffraction-limited label, as the choice of PA-FPs is considerably more limited).
BASIC PROTOCOL 1
PREPARING PALM INSTRUMENTATION
Instead of a conventional step-by-step protocol, this section describes the instrumentation necessary for PALM. As PALM is inherently a single-molecule technique, standard methods for suppressing background fluorescence and for detecting relatively faint single-molecule emissions apply (Weiss, 1999) . In particular, total internal reflection (TIRF) microscopy (Axelrod, 2001; UNIT 4.12) is advantageous for PALM, because the evanescent excitation wave penetrates <200 nm into the sample, leading to extreme rejection of the background fluorescence common in cellular samples, thus facilitating the detection of single fluorescent molecules. TIRF is also a widefield technique, implying that many molecules per frame can be imaged simultaneously, thus vastly increasing the acquisition speed. TIRF is particularly appropriate for imaging adhesion complexes, as these structures are located close (within 100 nm) to the substrate and are thus within the TIRF excitation region. Note that TIRF is not a requirement for PALM, as certain specimens (such as bacteria) are sufficiently thin that autofluorescence does not impede the localization of single molecules illuminated in epifluorescence. Other studies Egner et al., 2007) have reported epifluorescence PALM imaging, albeit with lower-resolution images than those reported here, and 3-D PALM on thicker samples frequently employs epi-illumination (Huang et al., 2008; Juette et al., 2008) . We note that multiphoton (York et al., 2011) or plane-illumination (Cella Zanacchi et al., 2011) strategies improve single-molecule detection in thicker samples, but are outside the scope of this article.
With some minor modifications and additions to the existing hardware, it is possible to adapt an existing commercial TIRF microscope for PALM (Shroff et al., 2007; Fig. 4.21.3) . Free-space coupling (i.e., without an optical fiber) of appropriate excitation and activation lasers into the microscope ensures that enough power is delivered to the sample, and permits fast PALM imaging. Using a microscope objective with as high a numerical aperture (NA) as possible allows high photon collection efficiency and facilitates TIRF. Choosing an appropriate electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera is an important factor in imaging the faint emissions from single fluorescent molecules, as is choosing the best available excitation, emission, and dichroic filters. Finally, a computer with acquisition software, image acquisition board, and a large hard drive is important for acquiring and storing the large PALM acquisition stacks. The authors have tried to be as general as possible in describing the major components, but have given specific recommendations when relevant.
Materials
Optical Set up inverted fluorescence microscope with associated optics and stage 1. Bolt a research-quality fluorescence microscope to an optical table in order to minimize unwanted vibrations and prevent relative motion between the microscope and table. Use a microscope with ports for epi-and TIRF-illumination, and for mounting an EMCCD camera for detection. Use a brightfield condenser and differential interference contrast (DIC) optics for imaging samples conventionally before PALM-imaging, and a mercury or xenon lamp to aid in initial examination of the specimen with diffraction-limited epifluorescence imaging prior to PALMimaging.
Some of these components are illustrated in Fig.4 4. Free-space couple all lasers into a TIRF-capable illumination microscope port. Use neutral density filters and half-wave plates (FIL) to control the intensity and polarization [important for maximum transmission through the acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF) element discussed below] of each beam. In addition, use a narrow bandpass excitation filter (Semrock LL01-488-25) with the 488-nm laser to reduce emission noise. Use beam expanders (BE) after each laser to yield a common beam diameter (important for establishing an excitation/activation region of common size at the sample).
One possible coupling scheme is shown in Figure 4 .21.6 (reproduced from the supporting information in Shroff et al., 2007 5. Combine the 488-nm and 561-nm excitation beams with a dichroic beamsplitter (DC) prior to passage through an acousto-optic tunable filter (AOTF), then combine excitation beams with the 405-nm activation beam with a second dichroic beamsplitter (DC).
An Although it is also possible to couple all three lasers into a commercial TIRF illumination unit using an appropriate multi-wavelength fiber (e.g., the PointSource kineFlex fiber), these fibers transmit at best 50% to 60% of the incident laser light, and typically <50% due to the poor mode quality of the beams from the diode lasers. This results in excitation intensities that are too low for the fastest PALM acquisitions.
6. Once excitation and activation beams are co-aligned, bring them to a focus at the back focal plane (BFP) of the objective used for TIRF excitation and activation. Fig. 4.21.6 and Fig. 4.21.7) .
This can be done with the aid of two lenses, FL (focusing lens) and CL (collimating lens;
7. Position the entire laser illumination system relative to the imaging microscope such that the BFP of lens CL is coincident with the front focal plane of a 200-mm relay lens internal to the microscope (Fig. 4 .21.7). By doing so, the focus created by lens FL is imaged at the BFP of the microscope objective. 
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Current 9. Select the dichroic filter to simultaneously reflect both activation and excitation wavelengths (so that time is not wasted in switching dichroics between activation and excitation steps during the PALM-imaging), while transmitting the much weaker fluorescent emissions with high efficiency.
10. Finally, select the emission filter to provide >6 OD suppression of excitation light and activation light, while maximally transmitting the fluorescence emission. High NA objectives 11. To achieve TIRF, the NA of the objective lens must be greater than the index of refraction n of the sample (typically 1.38 for cellular components). Optimizing system magnification 13. When localizing single molecules, it is important to match the pixel size of the EMCCD camera to the size of the point spread function (PSF, the diffraction-limited image of a point emitter). If the pixel size is too large, the molecule's PSF will be concentrated within too few pixels (undersampled), and there will not be sufficient spatial resolution to determine the center of the PSF precisely. Conversely, if the pixel size is too small, the PSF will be spread out across too many pixels, and the signal/noise per pixel will be too low to precisely determine the PSF center. The best choice is a pixel size that is approximately equal to the standard deviation in the PSF-see Thompson et al. (2002) for a more complete discussion. i) ] that is sufficient for acquiring PALM single-molecule image stacks, but in practice it may be desirable to develop integrated software that allows the user to control the laser power (via analog or TTL control), camera acquisition parameters (EM gain, exposure time, and total number of recorded frames), and shuttering for the lasers.
16. As recording a long series of single-molecule frames can be relatively taxing on a computer, the authors perform the localization analysis and image rendering post acquisition using a different computer and appropriate analysis software. With efficient coding, it may be possible to perform the analysis in real-time, or close to real-time, thus eliminating the need for transporting large data files to a different analysis computer. The basic strategy in rendering PALM images is to replot each molecule m as a Gaussian centered at coordinates x m , y m and of width σ m (the latter represents the positional uncertainty, or standard error on the mean position of the molecule), where σ m is typically much less than the positional standard deviation in the original diffraction-limited PSF, s m . The relevant analysis can be broken down into several steps. First, intensity peaks in the raw data that correspond to individual molecules (or fiducial markers, see Basic Protocol 2 below) are identified. This identification allows image data corresponding to a molecule to be summed across all frames and pixels in which the molecule appears. Second, x m , y m , and σ m are determined by fitting the summed intensity data to a Gaussian mask, according to the theory described in Thompson et al. (2002) . If fiducial markers are used in the experiment, these parameters can be corrected for sample drift during the acquisition. Finally, the molecules are rendered as Gaussians whose brightness indicates the probability that the molecule can be found at a given location. A more complete description of the analysis software is beyond the scope of this unit, but the reader is directed to the supplementary information in Betzig et al. (2006) 
PALM-IMAGING tdEos/PAXILLIN DISTRIBUTIONS IN FIXED CELLS
This protocol describes the PALM imaging of tdEos/paxillin distributions in fixed fibroblast cells. The protocol can be broken up into several steps. First, the cells must be transiently transfected with the tdEos/paxillin plasmid and plated onto appropriately cleaned coverslips. Although the cells can be transfected with common chemical reagents-e.g., Lipofectamine (Invitrogen), Effectene (Qiagen), FuGENE (Roche)-the authors have had far better success with the Nucleofection kit from Amaxa Biosystems, routinely achieving transfection efficiencies of >70% with high cell viability. Cleaning coverslips, plating cells, and subsequent transfection are covered in Support Protocols 1 and 2. Second, the transfected cells must be chemically fixed under conditions that preserve as much of the native cellular structure and EosFP fluorescence as possible. The fixation procedure described below is a modification of the protocol described in Galbraith et al. (1998) . Finally, the fixed, transfected cells are PALM-imaged with a microscope similar to that described in Basic Protocol 1.
Although the example described here is the imaging of tdEos/paxillin in HFF-1 cells, the protocol is general: the authors have successfully adapted it for PALM-imaging vinculin, actin, α-actinin, and zyxin in CHO and NIH 3T3 cells. 3. Transfer the 35-mm dish containing the transfected sample (Support Protocol 2) from the incubator to the warm room. Gently pipet the growth medium off the cells and replace it with 1 ml prewarmed fixative. Incubate for 15 min at 37 • C, then wash the coverslips three times, each time with 1 ml 1× PHEM.
Pipetting/removing solutions should be done gently to ensure that cells are not ripped from the coverslip. Care should be also taken to ensure that the coverslip is completely immersed in liquid, so that it does not dry out.
Identify transfected cells that are suitable for PALM 4. With forceps, carefully lift and transfer the fixed sample from the 35-mm plastic dish to the sample holder and microscope stage. Immerse the sample in 1× PHEM once the sample is placed in its holder (to prevent it from drying out) and wipe off the bottom surface of the coverslip (the side that will face the objective) with lens paper (it is essential that water and immersion oil do not mix during the imaging).
5. Apply the appropriate immersion oil to the chosen TIRF objective. 
at the sample) so as not to bleach the inactive EosFP molecules before PALM-imaging. A power meter is useful for measuring the laser power; the authors use a FieldMaxII-TO digital power meter (Coherent).
With experience, the investigator can use the real-time intensities displayed by the camera acquisition software to determine what an acceptable level of transfection is, how much power to apply, and what exposure time should be used for minimal bleaching of the sample. Finally, note that there is often an inverse correlation between the cell health and the level of transfection; brightly fluorescent cells may not necessarily have the best morphology and vice versa. The investigator should find a cell that is sufficiently transfected but also appears to have good morphology in DIC.
9. If a suitable cell is found, prepare a 10× dilution of Au particles in 1× PHEM.
Vortex the suspension until it is well-mixed (it may be necessary to also vortex the stock solution of fiducials if they have settled to the bottom of the container).
Sonicating the mixture can also aid in breaking up Au aggregates.
Because the Au particles are fluorescent but do not bleach during the acquisition period, they function as fiducial markers, and are important in correcting for mechanical drift during the acquisition period (Betzig et al., 2006). The basic strategy is to determine the position of the fiducials over the entire image acquisition, and to subtract these positions from the coordinates of the localized molecules when reconstructing a PALM image.
The authors have found that 100-nm Au particles are best when imaging the orange, activated state of EosFP, whereas 40-nm Au particles are better when imaging the green, activated state of Dronpa.
The concentration of Au fiducials (and incubation time) should be determined empirically. Generally it is best to have 2 to 5 fiducials visible in the imaging field of view when PALMimaging-their positions can be averaged and used to remove drift more accurately than if only one fiducial is found. Conversely, too many fiducials impede the isolation of single molecules, as it is difficult to identify molecules located near a fiducial.
10. Carefully pipet off the 1× PHEM solution covering the coverslip, and replace it with 1 ml of the Au suspension. Incubate 5 to 10 min, or long enough for the Au particles to settle and stick to the coverslip surface, at 25 • C.
11. Once a suitable density of Au fiducials is achieved, rinse the sample once with 1 ml 1× PHEM. PALM-image a suitable cell 12. Switch to the appropriate filter cube for imaging the activated state of EosFP, and illuminate the sample with the 561-nm laser. Adjust the laser power until it is sufficient for achieving good signal-to-noise (S/N) images of single activated molecules and fiducials at the desired exposure time. 13. With the laser power and exposure time adjusted, start the PALM acquisition. Illuminate the sample initially only with the 561-nm laser beam, to bleach the small population of EosFP molecules that appears fluorescent at the start of the acquisition. (Fig. 4.21.8A ).
There is a population of EosFP that is spontaneously activated (and is thus excited) at the start of any PALM acquisition. These molecules must be bleached before activating further molecules, otherwise too many molecules will be activated at once, impeding the isolation of individual molecules and degrading the localization precision
14. Illuminate the sample with the 405-nm activation laser at low power (it may be necessary to insert neutral density filters into the beam path to reduce the laser power). As the acquisition proceeds and the pool of unactivated molecules is depleted, increase the activation power in order to keep the number of activated molecules roughly constant per frame.
Care must be taken to ensure that the optimal number of molecules is activated per frame. If too few molecules are activated at a given time, the data acquisition is slowed down and it will take longer to acquire the complete PALM dataset (Fig. 4.21.8B ). The 405-nm laser power should be increased until the molecular density per frame increases. The effect of different levels of activation power on single-molecule frames in a PALM acquisition. Images are of tdEos/paxillin molecules in adhesion complexes, and were taken with identical excitation power and exposure time, but differing levels of activation power. In (A), the activation power was too high: too many molecules were activated and thus it is difficult to discern individual molecules. The image appears diffraction limited, impeding the localization of single-molecules. In contrast, (B) displays a frame where the activation power was too low; consequently few molecules are excited and it will take longer than necessary to excite and bleach all tdEos molecules. The optimal activation power is illustrated in (C), where single-molecules are in close proximity but still resolvable. For the color version of this figure, go to http://www.currentprotocols.com/protocol/cb0421. If too many molecules are activated, the image will appear diffraction-limited, retarding localization accuracy (Fig. 4.21.8A) . The 405-nm laser power should be decreased until single molecules are easily discerned. From a speed perspective, the optimal activation power occurs when molecules appear "bumper to bumper," separated just enough to be spatially resolved (Fig. 4.21.8C ).
15. Proceed with data acquisition, collecting frames until the population of single activated molecules becomes insignificant even at high activation laser power. 
DUAL-COLOR PALM-IMAGING OF tdEos/VINCULIN AND DRONPA α α-ACTININ IN FIXED CELLS
Single-color PALM can reveal the spatial distribution of a target protein at >10× resolution than conventional fluorescence microscopy. While informative, cellular function is often driven by the interaction of two or more proteins. It would thus be valuable to accurately determine the spatial distribution of several interacting proteins using a multicolor superresolution technique. As described in Shroff et al. (2007) , it is possible to serially PALM-image two adhesion complex proteins by tagging the first with EosFP and the second with Dronpa. This protocol shows that, with relatively few modifications, it is possible to adapt Basic Protocol 2 for the PALM-imaging of vinculin (Ziegler et al., 2006) and α-actinin (Otey and Carpen, 2004; Fig. 4.21.9 ). ; (E) dual-color PALM overlay of α-actinin (red) and vinculin (green); (F) α-actinin, vinculin, and overlaid PALM images within the single adhesion shown in the box in (E). Panels (E) and (F) reveal that α-actinin and vinculin only partially co-localize within each adhesion complex, with α-actinin existing in large patches emanating from stress fibers and vinculin coalescing in small, dense clusters scattered across each adhesion. Reproduced from Shroff et al., 2007 . For the color version of this figure, go to http://www.currentprotocols.com/protocol/cb0421.
As α-actinin cross-links actin stress fibers, and vinculin localizes to adhesion complexes at the termini of stress fibers, cells that are doubly-transfected should exhibit both morphologies (compare Fig. 4.21.9A and Fig. 4.21.9B ). It should thus be possible to identify appropriately transfected cells by scanning the sample in TIRF, using the 488-nm laser.
3. Prepare a 1:1 mixture of 40 nm Au particles and 100 nm Au particles, and incubate the sample with a 10× dilution as described in steps 9 to 11 of Basic Protocol 2. Over 221,000 molecules were localized over 100,000 frames. Right: Dronpa channel PALM image of the same cell. 8900 molecules were localized over 50,000 frames. Note the negligible misidentification of Eos as Dronpa. (B) Left: Eos channel PALM image of Dronpa-tagged paxillin in an HFF-1 cell. 7800 molecules were localized over 50,000 frames. Right: Dronpa channel PALM image of the same cell. Over 22,000 molecules were localized over 8200 frames. The number of detected molecules in the Eos channel in (B) is comparable to that found in untransfected control cells. In all cases, the Dronpa channel image was obtained after the EosFP channel image, and the images from both channels are plotted at identical brightness and contrast. Reproduced from Shroff et al., 2007. PALM-image the Eos channel 4. Follow steps 12 to 15 in Basic Protocol 2 to PALM-image the Eos channel. Ensure that all Eos molecules are bleached before proceeding.
As both Eos and Dronpa are to be imaged, it is useful to include both kinds of fiducials. For registering both Eos and Dronpa images post-acquisition, it is essential that some fiducials show up in both Eos and Dronpa channels.
Photoactivation
As the technique described in Shroff et al. (2007) 
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PALM-image the Dronpa channel 5. Turn off the 405-nm and 561-nm lasers. Switch to the GFP filter cube for imaging Dronpa. Start the acquisition software and illuminate the sample with the 488-nm laser. 
PREPARING CLEAN COVERSLIPS
For PALM experiments, the coverslips upon which the cells are grown should be cleaned as thoroughly as possible. This is because debris deposited on the coverslips is often excited by the activation and excitation lasers, and will contribute either to elevated background counts in each frame or as spurious single-molecule fluorescence. This protocol describes a chemical cleaning method based on the industry standard for removing contaminants from semiconductor wafers. It is considerably less reactive (and hazardous) than other cleaning methods, but still adequate for PALM-imaging. Although 1% hydrofluoric acid (HF) is suitable for cleaning conventional glass coverslips in ∼5 min (see supporting information in Betzig et al., 2006) , it reacts with the high-index coverslips used with the 1.65 NA objective, rendering them opaque and unsuitable for imaging.
Materials
Ammonium hydroxide Hydrogen peroxide Clean water (filtered through a Millipore system) Methanol (spectroscopic grade) Clean air supply (preferably filtered through a 0. Corrosion-resistant staining rack for holding coverslips (Thomas Scientific, cat. no. 8542E40) Metal tongs for holding staining rack Fine steel forceps Compressed butane/natural gas, burner, and lighter 1. In a chemical fume hood, use a 100-ml graduated cylinder to prepare the etch solution by combining 125 ml clean water, 25 ml ammonium hydroxide, and 25 ml hydrogen peroxide in a 250-ml beaker. Heat the mixture to 80 • C, and add a bar for stirring.
The investigator should wear gloves, and take care to avoid exposing the skin to the corrosive solvents used in the cleaning solution.
2. Load the staining rack with coverslips and place it into the etch solution with the metal tongs. Let the coverslips incubate at least 3 hr (overnight is preferred for high-index coverslips) while stirring.
3. Fill another 250-ml beaker with clean water and carefully transfer the rack into the new beaker. Rinse the rack with copious amounts of clean water (at least 10 beaker volumes). Dispose of the cleaning solution appropriately.
4. Carefully remove a cleaned coverslip from the rack with the steel forceps (holding the coverslip near the edge) and rinse both sides with methanol.
The methanol can be conveniently stored in a squeeze bottle and squirted onto the coverslip.
5. Rapidly remove excess methanol from the coverslip by blowing it away with the filtered air.
A pipet tip can be connected with tubing to the air supply and used as an aid in blowing away the methanol.
6. Connect the burner to the butane (or natural gas), and light. Pass the coverslip quickly through the topmost portion of the flame, and repeat this process three times.
The coverslip should be dry (or almost).
Care must be taken not to hold the coverslip too long (more than a second) in the flame; otherwise it may crack due to thermal shock.
7. Store the cleaned coverslip dry in a clean staining rack. Repeat steps 4 to 6 with the rest of the coverslips. Cover the filled staining rack to prevent dust from settling on the coverslips, and store dry until the coverslips are ready for use.
8. The high-index coverslips are expensive, but can be recleaned and reused several times. Store used coverslips in a 2% solution of RBS detergent solution, and rinse with copious amounts of clean water before repeating steps 1 to 4. Before repeating steps 5 to 7, sonicate the coverslip for 5 min in acetone and rinse well with clean water.
SUPPORT PROTOCOL 2
TRANSFECTION OF tdEos/PAXILLIN INTO HFF-1 CELLS
Using the Nucleofector 96-well shuttle system (Amaxa Biosystems), HFF-1 cells, are nucleofected with plasmid DNA in accordance to the manufacturer's guidelines for optimal viability and transfection efficiency. Nucleofection of lower-passage cells harvested while in log growth, with highly purified DNA, results in transfection efficiencies >70%.
NOTE: All solutions and materials coming into direct contact with live cells must be sterile and proper aseptic technique should be used accordingly.
4.21.23
NOTE: All incubations are performed in a humidified 37 • C, 5% CO 2 tissue culture incubator unless otherwise specified. Pre-coat coverslips with 10 μg/ml fibronectin (day 1)
1. Spray forceps with 70% ethanol and pass through flame of ignited butane gas to sterilize. Use forceps to transfer each cover slip to a 35 × 10-mm dish. Add ∼200 μl of 10 μg/ml fibronectin-1× PBS solution to coverslip surface and store overnight at 4 • C.
Transfect cells (day 2)
2. Remove fibronectin solution and block coverslips with 200 μl heat-inactivated 1% BSA-DMEM. Store 1 to 2 hr at room temperature.
3. Remove BSA solution and add 1.5 to 2.0 ml HFF-1 growth medium per dish; incubate 30 to 60 min at 37 • C in humidified 5% CO 2 to equilibrate dishes to culture conditions prior to plating cells.
4. Prewarm the HFF-1 growth medium and trypsin-EDTA in a 37 • C water bath.
5. Acclimate the Amaxa Nucleofector Kit SE and plasmid to room temperature. 
REAGENTS AND SOLUTIONS
HFF-1 growth medium
COMMENTARY Background Information
Resolution considerations in PALM The ultimate resolution achievable in PALM (Betzig et al., 2006) , stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM; Rust et al., 2006) , and fPALM ) is dependent on two criteria: the localization precision (how well the center of each PSF can be determined) and the density of available photoactivatable molecules.
In the case of negligible background, it can be shown (Thompson et al., 2002) that the error in the PSF center determination is inversely proportional to the square root of the number of collected photons. Thus, a photoactivatable tag that emits 100-fold more photons than another would give a 10-fold increase in localization precision. Indeed, synthetic fluorophores such as Cy3 yield >10 6 collected photons and enable localization down to ∼1.5 nm (Yildiz et al., 2003) in ideal conditions. Maximizing the collection efficiency of the instrument (with high NA objectives and appropriate filters and camera) while rejecting background (with TIRF) is thus critical for high localization precision.
Although a high number of collected photons are desirable from a localization standpoint, in practice other factors (errors in the PSF fit, drift correction, background due to other fluorescent tags present at high density, or autofluorescence of the sample) limit the localization precision to ∼10 nm for the majority of photoactivatable molecules. Furthermore, from the perspective of PALM-imaging as fast as possible, it is undesirable to use a tag that emits too many photons, as it takes a longer time to bleach the tag. Molecular bleaching is in fact the rate-limiting step in acquiring more data, as a given tag should be bleached before another can be activated and imaged in the same diffraction-limited region (DLR).
EosFP is well-matched to PALM needs: using the 1.65 NA objective and TIRF, >1000 photons are collected on average per molecule. This is enough photons to localize most molecules to within 20 nm (>85% of the molecules in Figure 4 .21.1 are localized to within this precision), but not so many photons that molecules persist over too many frames. In contrast, Dronpa emits too few photons per switching cycle, and the localization precision and thus resolution are compromised as a result [compare Dronpa and Eos images in Shroff et al. (2007) ].
Besides localization precision, the other key determinant of resolution is the density of molecules. According to the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem (Shannon, 1949) , the sampling interval (mean distance between neighboring localized molecules) must be at least twice as fine as the desired resolution; otherwise, the feature of interest will be undersampled and unresolved. For example, in two dimensions (applicable for PALM-imaging adhesion complex systems), to achieve 10-nm resolution, molecules must be spaced 5 nm apart in each dimension, for a minimum density of 4 × 10 4 molecules/μm 2 or ∼2000 molecules in a DLR of 250-nm in diameter.
As mentioned in the introduction, PA-FPs are better suited to achieving these densities than caged dye conjugated antibodies, as although caged dyes are often smaller than PAFPs, the large size of antibodies still limits the densities that can be practically achieved. This situation may change if small-molecule labeling strategies (Chen and Ting, 2005; Giepmans et al., 2006) improve to the point where caged dyes can be routinely attached to a target protein with very high specificity.
Regardless of the labeling strategy (endogenous PA-FPs, exogenous caged dyes, or the cyanine dyes used in STORM), another factor that influences both the maximum achievable density and the localization precision is the contrast ratio, which is the ratio in fluorescence intensity between the inactive and activated states of the photoswitchable molecule. If the contrast ratio is less than the density of the probe in a given diffraction-limited region, the weak intensity from the inactive molecules will overwhelm the intensity from a single activated molecule, confounding both localization and the measurement of densely labeled samples. Figure 4 .21.2 illustrates the contrast ratio for four common PA-FPs, showing that the large contrast ratio of Eos, which has been shown to be capable of measuring densities as high as 10 5 molecules/μm 2 (Betzig et al., 2006) , or sufficient for 10-nm resolution, results in superior images, both at the singlemolecule and PALM levels. The contrast ratio has not been measured for most photoswitchable molecules, but based on the reports so far, EosFP is the only PA-FP able to achieve imaging resolutions <20 nm. Note that the synthetic caged dye Q-rhodamine has a very high contrast ratio (see supporting material in Betzig et al., 2006) , and that a new rhodamine-amide with very high contrast Current Protocols in Cell Biology ratio has been recently reported (Fölling et al., 2007) .
Critical Parameters and Troubleshooting
Although increasing the density of expressed PA-FPs is desirable from the standpoint of the Nyquist criterion and to increase spatial resolution, the investigator should be wary of overexpression artifacts. In some cases, the size of the PA-FP tag may affect the function of the target protein deleteriously. Controls should be done to ensure that the morphological and kinetic characteristics (shape, growth, and motility) of the transfected cells used for PALM-imaging are as close as possible to their untransfected neighbors. As mentioned in Strategic Planning, expressing nonmonomeric PA-FPs at high density may also lead to increased aggregation, so the investigator is urged to interpret all PALM results with care.
Transfected cells should be imaged as soon as possible after fixation. The authors have noticed a pronounced decrease in sample fluorescence several hours post-fixation, presumably due to degradation of the PA-FPs. As a decreased number of detected molecules leads to a decrease in the final resolution, the authors fix samples immediately prior to imaging. Also, morphology of the cells is better preserved if fresh fixative is made daily.
During the acquisition period, the most critical parameter to control is the degree of photoactivation at the sample. If too many molecules are photoactivated simultaneously (Fig. 4.21.8A ), it will be difficult to localize each one precisely, leading to decreased resolution in the final PALM image. This problem is easy to diagnose by carefully monitoring the acquisition as it proceeds: if the sample is diffraction-limited in appearance, and the investigator cannot make out the blinking and bleaching that is characteristic of singlemolecule fluorescence, the activation power is likely too high and needs to be reduced until single-molecule fluorescence is visible (Fig. 4.21.8C ). The authors avoid this problem by starting each PALM acquisition with the activation laser off; only after most molecules are bleached is the activation laser turned on, and at a very low power.
Another important consideration that has been neglected in several recent reports is the importance of the drift correction procedure. Uncorrected drift manifests itself as a blur in the final PALM image. Especially for longer acquisitions, and depending on the mechanical stability of the system, mechanical drift can be >100 nm. It is thus critical to measure and then correct the drift if the desired spatial resolution is to be better than this.
Both the degree of photoactivation and drift correction are important when performing dual-color PALM, but now the investigator must also ensure that the population of Eostagged molecules are completely bleached before PALM-imaging the Dronpa channel, or else the Eos molecules will be spuriously identified as Dronpa molecules. As illustrated in Figure 4 .21.10, after bleaching out the Eos channel, the level of background counts in the Dronpa channel should be comparable to the background measured in an untransfected cell.
Anticipated Results
When a TIRF microscope is adapted for PALM as described in Basic Protocol 1, EosFP used as the photoactivatable tag, and the guidelines in Basic Protocol 2 followed, the investigator can expect PALM images similar to Figure 4 .21.1, with high (∼20 nm) spatial resolution. Following Basic Protocol 3 leads to dual-color superresolution imaging of adhesion complexes, and images akin to Figure 4 .21.9. If laser power is not limiting, single-color PALM experiments on living systems are feasible, because molecules can be activated and bleached fast enough to track slowly evolving processes (e.g., adhesion complex dynamics that evolve on the timescale of tens of seconds) at superresolution (Shroff et al., 2008) . Dual-color, superresolution imaging of live cells awaits the development of new, spectrally distinct PA-FPs; because the approach outlined in Basic Protocol 3 is serial, it cannot be used in simultaneous two-color imaging. The authors expect that, in time, PALM will yield new biological insights, especially for those systems that can be densely labeled.
Time Considerations
Clean coverslips are prepared in ∼12 hr (Support Protocol 1). It takes an additional 12 hr to coat the cleaned coverslips with fibronectin. Once cells are ready for transfection (see Support Protocol 2), it takes ∼1 hr to perform the Amaxa transfection and then a further 24 to 48 hr before expression levels are suitable for PALM. Imaging takes between 5 to 30 min if high laser powers are used to bleach the activated molecules, although this time depends on the size of the desired field of view, and the density and number of expressed PA-FPs. Sample preparation thus constitutes the bulk of the preparation time in PALM.
